












 

Assignment –I   Class VII   ह िंदी 

कहिता  

 

 म पिंछी उनु्मक्त गगन के 
 

हम पंछी उनु्मक्त गगन के 

पपंजरबद्ध न गा पाएंगे 

कनक-तीपिय  ंसे टकराकर 

पुिपकत पंख टूट जाएंगे । 

हम बहता जि पीनेवािे 

मर जाएंगे भूखे-प्यासे 

कही ंभिी है कटुक पनब री 

कनक-कट री की मैदा से । 

 

स्वर्ण-श्रंखिा के बंधन में 

अपनी गपत, उडान सब भूिे 

बस सपन  ंमें देख रहे हैं 

तरू की फुनगी पर के झिेू । 

ऐसे थे अरमान पक उडते 

नीि गगन की सीमा पाने 

िाि पकरर्-सी च चं ख ि 

चुगते तारक-अनार के दाने । 
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ह ती सीमाहीन पिपतज से 

इन पंख  ंकी ह डा-ह डी 

या त  पिपतज पमिन बन जाता 

या तनती सााँस  ंकी ड री । 

नीड न द , चाहे टहनी का 

आश्य पछन्न-पभन्न कर डाि  

िेपकन पंख पदए हैं त  

आकुि उडान में पवघ्न न डाि  । 
 

कपव- पिवमंगि पसंह सुमन 
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Assignment -2   Hindi        07-04-2020 

हम पंछी उनु्मक्त गगन के 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

प्र॰1  हर तरह की सुख सुविधाएँ पाकर भी पक्षी वपंजरे में बंद क्य ंनही ंरहना चाहते ? 

प्र॰2  पक्षी उनु्मक्त  रहकर अपनी कौन-कौन सी इच्छाएँ पूरी करना चाहते हैं ? 

प्र॰3  भाि स्पष्ट कीवजए- 

         या तय वक्षवतज वमलन बन जाता/या तनती साँसय ंकी डयरी। 
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nknh ek¡

e”kksjh gh gS viuh] ij lp rks ;g gS fd ”kjk&lh dfBukbZ iM+rs_
chlksa xjeh] cjlkr vkSj olar ns[kus osQ ckn Hkh] esjk eu lnk ugha
rks izk;% vueuk&lk gks tkrk gSA esjs 'kqHk¯prd fe=k e¡qg ij eq>s

izlUu djus osQ fy, vkusokyh Nqf^;ksa dh lwpuk nsrs gSa vkSj ihB ihNs eq>s
de”kksj vkSj ”kjk&lh izfrowQyrk ls ?kcjkusokyk dgdj esjk e”kkd mM+krs gSaA eSa
lksprk gw¡] ̂ vPNk] vc dHkh mu ckrksa dks u lkspw¡xkA Bhd gS] tkus nks] lkspus
ls gksrk gh D;k gS*A ij] cjcl esjh vk¡[kksa osQ lkeus 'kjn dh 'khr fdj.kksa osQ
leku LoPN] 'khry fdlh dh èkq¡èkyh Nk;k ukp mBrh gSA
eq>s yxrk gS tSls Dokj osQ fnu vk x, gSaA esjs xk¡o osQ pkjksa vksj ikuh gh

ikuh fgyksjsa ys jgk gSA nwj osQ floku ls cgdj vk, gq, eksFkk vkSj lkb± dh
vèkxyh ?kklsa] ?ksmQj vkSj cuI;k”k dh tM+sa rFkk ukuk izdkj dh cjlkrh ?kklksa

osQ cht] lwjt dh xjeh esa [kkSyrs gq,
ikuh esa lM+dj ,d fofp=k xaèk NksM+ jgs
gSaA jkLrksa esa dhpM+ lw[k x;k gS vkSj xk¡o
osQ yM+osQ fdukjksa ij >kxHkjs tyk'k;ksa esa
èkekosQ ls owQn jgs gSaA vius&vius ekSle
dh viuh&viuh ckrsa gksrh gSaA vk"kk<+ esa
vke vkSj tkequ u feysa] ¯prk ugha]
vxgu esa fpmM+k vkSj xqM+ u feys] nq[k
ugha] pSr osQ fnuksa esa ykbZ osQ lkFk xqM+

2
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dh i^h u feys] vI+kQlksl ugha] ij Dokj osQ fnuksa esa bl xaèkiw.kZ >kxHkjs ty
esa owQnuk u gks rks cM+k cqjk ekywe gksrk gSA eSa Hkhrj gqM+d jgk FkkA nks&,d fnu
gh rks owQn ldk Fkk] ugk&èkksdj chekj gks x;kA gydh chekjh u tkus D;ksa eq>s
vPNh yxrh gSA FkksM+k&FkksM+k Toj gks] lj esa lkèkkj.k nnZ vkSj [kkus osQ fy,
fnuHkj uhacw vkSj lkcwA ysfdu bl ckj ,slh ph”k ugha FkhA Toj tks p<+k rks
p<+rk gh x;kA j”kkbZ ij j”kkbZμvkSj mrjk jkr ckjg cts osQ cknA
fnu esa eSa pknj yisVs lks;k FkkA nknh ek¡ vkb±] 'kk;n ugkdj vkbZ Fkha] mlh

>kxokys ty esaA irys&nqcys Lusg&lus 'kjhj ij lI+ksQn fdukjhghu èkksrh]
lu&ls lI+ksQn ckyksa osQ fljksa ij l|% ViosQ gq, ty dh 'khryrkA vkrs gh
mUgksaus lj] isV Nq,A vk¡py dh xk¡B [kksy fdlh vn`'; 'kfDRkèkkjh osQ pcwrjs
dh fe^h eq¡g esa Mkyh] ekFks ij yxkbZA fnu&jkr pkjikbZ osQ ikl cSBh jgrha]
dHkh ia[kk >yrha] dHkh tyrs gq, gkFk&iSj diM+s ls lgykrha] lj ij
nkyphuh dk ysi djrha vkSj chlksa ckj Nw&Nwdj Toj dk vuqeku djrhaA gk¡Mh
esa ikuh vk;k fd ugha\ mls ihiy dh Nky ls NkSadk fd ugha\ f[kpM+h esa ea¡wx
dh nky ,dne fey rks xbZ gS\ dksbZ chekj osQ ?kj esa lhèks ckgj ls vkdj rks
ugha pyk x;k] vkfn yk[kksa iz'u iwN&iwNdj ?kjokyksa dks ijs'kku dj nsrhaA
nknh ek¡ dks x¡obZ&xk¡o dh ipklksa fdLe dh nokvksa osQ uke ;kn FksA xk¡o

esa dksbZ chekj gksrk] mlosQ ikl igq¡prha vkSj ogk¡ Hkh ogh dkeA gkFk Nwuk]
ekFkk Nwuk] isV NwukA fiQj Hkwr ls ysdj eysfj;k] ljlke] fueksfu;k rd dk
vuqeku fo'okl osQ lkFk lqukrhaA egkekjh vkSj fo'kwfpdk osQ fnuksa eas jks”k losjs
mBdj Luku osQ ckn yoax vkSj xqM+&fefJr tyèkkj] xqXXky vkSj èkwiA lI+kQkbZ
dksbZ muls lh[k ysA nok esa nsj gksrh] feJh ;k 'kgn [kRe gks tkrk] pknj ;k
fxykI+kQ ugha cnys tkrs] rks os tSls ikxy gks tkrhaA cq[kkj rks eq>s vc Hkh vkrk
gSA ukSdj ikuh ns tkrk gS] esl&egkjkt vius eu ls idkdj f[kpM+h ;k lkcwA
MkWDVj lkgc vkdj ukM+h ns[k tkrs gSa vkSj oqQuSu feDlpj dh 'kh'kh dh
frrkbZ osQ Mj ls cq[kkj Hkkx Hkh tkrk gS] ij u tkus D;ksa ,sls cq[kkj dks cqykus
dk th ugha gksrk!
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fd'ku HkS;k dh 'kknh Bhd gqbZ] nknh ek¡ osQ mRlkg vkSj vkuan dk D;k
dguk! fnuHkj xk;c jgrhaA lkjk ?kj tSls mUgksaus lj ij mBk fy;k gksA iM+ksflusa
vkrhaA cgqr cqykus ij nknh ek¡ vkrha] ¶cfgu cqjk u ekuukA dkj&ijkstu dk
?kj BgjkA ,d dke viuss gkFk ls u d:¡ ] rks gksusokyk ughaA¸ tkuus dks ;ksa
lHkh tkurs Fks fd nknh ek¡ oqQN djrha ughaA ij fdlh dke esa mudh
vuqifLFkfr oLrqr% foyac dk dkj.k cu tkrhA mUgha fnuksa dh ckr gSA ,d
fnu nksigj dks eSa ?kj ykSVkA ckgjh fudlkj esa nknh ek¡ fdlh ij fcxM+ jgh
FkhaA ns[kk] ikl osQ dksus esa nqcdh jkeh dh pkph [kM+h gSA ¶lks u gksxk] èkUuks!
#i;s e; lwn osQ vkt ns nsA rsjh vk¡[k esa rks 'kje gS ughaA ek¡xus osQ le; oSQlh
vkbZ Fkh! iSjksa ij ukd jxM+rh fiQjh] fdlh us ,d ikbZ Hkh u nhA vc yxh gS
vktdy djusμiQly esa nw¡xh] iQly esa nw¡xh---vc D;k rsjh [kkfrj nwljh
iQly dVsxh\¸
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¶n¡wxh] ekyfdu!¸ jkeh dh pkph jksrh gqbZ] nksuksa gkFkkssa ls vk¡py idM+s
nknh ek¡ osQ iSjksa dh vksj >qdh] ¶fcfV;k dh 'kknh gSA vki u n;k djsaxh rks
ml cspkjh dk fuLrkj oSQls gksxk!¸

¶gV] gV! vHkh ugkosQ vk jgh g¡w!¸ nknh ek¡ ihNs gV xb±A

¶tkus nks nknh]¸ eSaus bl vfiz; izlax dks gVkus dh xjt ls dgk] ¶cspkjh
xjhc gS] ns nsxh dHkhA¸

¶py] py! pyk gS le>kus---¸

eSa pqiosQ ls vk¡xu dh vksj pyk x;kA dbZ fnu chr x,] eSa bl izlax dks
,dne Hkwy&lk x;kA ,d fnu jkLrs esa jkeh dh pkph feyhA og nknh dks ̂ iwrksa
iQyks nwèkksa ugkvks* dk vk'khokZn ns jgh Fkh! eSaus iwNk] ¶D;k ckr gS]
èkUuks pkph¸] rks mlus foày gksdj dgk] ¶mfju gks xbZ csVk] Hkxoku Hkyk djs
gekjh ekyfdu dkA dy gh vkbZ FkhaA ihNs dk lHkh #i;k NksM+ fn;k] mQij
ls nl #i;s dk uksV nsdj cksyha] ^ns[kuk èkUuks] tSlh rsjh csVh oSlh esjh]
nl&ik¡p osQ fy, g¡lkbZ u gksA* nsork gS csVk] nsorkA¸

¶ml jks”k rks cgqr Mk¡V jgh Fkha\¸ eSaus iwNkA

¶og rks cM+s yksxksa dk dke gS ckcw] #i;k nsdj Mk¡Vsa Hkh u rks ykHk D;k!¸

eSa eu&gh&eu bl roZQ ij g¡lrk gqvk vkxs c<+ x;kA

fd'ku osQ fookg osQ fnuksa dh ckr gSA fookg osQ pkj&ik¡p jks”k igys ls
gh vkSjrsa jkRk&jkrHkj xhr xkrh gSaA fookg dh jkr dks vfHku; Hkh gksrk gSA ;g
izk;% ,d gh dFkk dk gqvk djrk gS] mlesa fookg ls ysdj iq=kksRifÙk rd osQ
lHkh ǹ'; fn[kk, tkrs gSaμlHkh ikVZ vkSjrsa gh djrh gSaA eSa chekj gksus osQ dkj.k
ckjkr esa u tk ldkA esjk eesjk HkkbZ jk?ko nkyku esa lks jgk Fkk (og Hkh ckjkr
tkus osQ ckn igq¡pk Fkk)A vkSjrksa us ml ij vkifÙk dhA

nknh ek¡ fcxM+ha] ¶yM+osQ ls D;k ijnk\ yM+osQ vkSj cjãk dk eu ,d&lk
gksrk gSA¸
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eq>s Hkh ikl gh ,d pkjikbZ ij pknj m<+kdj nknh ek¡ us pqiosQ ls lqyk
fn;k FkkA cM+h g¡lh vk jgh FkhA lkspk] dgha ”kksj ls g¡l nw¡] Hksn [kqy tk, rks
fudky ckgj fd;k tkm¡Qxk] ij HkkHkh dh ckr ij g¡lh #d u ldh vkSj
HkaMkiQksM+ gks x;kA

nscw dh ek¡ us pknj [khap yh] ¶dgks nknh] ;g dkSu cPpk lks;k gSA cspkjk
jksrk gS 'kk;n] nwèk rks fiyk nw¡A¸ gkFkkikbZ 'kq: gqbZA nknh ek¡ fcxM+ha] ¶yM+osQ
ls D;ksa yxrh gS!¸

lqcg jkLrs esa nscw dh ek¡ feyha] ¶dy okyk cPpk] HkkHkh!¸ eSa ogk¡ ls ”kksj
ls Hkkxk vkSj nknh ek¡ osQ ikl tk [kM+k gqvkA oLrqr% fdlh izdkj dk vijkèk
gks tkus ij tc ge nknh ek¡ dh Nk;k esa [kM+s gks tkrs] vHk;nku fey tkrkA

Lusg vkSj eerk dh ewfrZ nknh ek¡ dh ,d&,d ckr vkt oSQlh&oSQlh
ekywe gksrh gSA ifjfLFkfr;ksa dk okR;kpozQ thou dks lw[ks iÙks&lk oSQlk upkrk
gS] bls nknh ek¡ [kwc tkurh FkhaA nknk dh e`R;q osQ ckn ls gh os cgqr mnkl
jgrhaA lalkj mUgsa èkks[ks dh V^h ekywe gksrkA nknk us mUgsa Lo;a tks èkks[kk fn;kA
os lnk mUgsa vkxs Hkstdj vius ihNs tkus dh >wBh ckr dgk djrs FksA nknk dh
e`R;q osQ ckn oqQoqQjeqÙks dh rjg c<+usokys] eq¡g esa jke cxy esa Nqjhokys nksLrksa
dh 'kqHk¯prk us fLFkfr vkSj Hkh Mk¡okMksy dj nhA nknk osQ Jk¼ esa nknh ek¡ osQ
euk djus ij Hkh firk th us tks vrqy laifÙk O;; dh] og ?kj dh rks Fkh ughaA

nknh ek¡ vdlj mnkl jgk djrhaA ek?k osQ fnu FksA dM+kosQ dk tkM+k iM+
jgk FkkA iNqok dk lUukVk vkSj ikys dh 'khr gfa;ksa esa ?kqlh iM+rhA 'kke dks
eSaus ns[kk] nknh ek¡ xhyh èkksrh igus] dksusokys ?kj esa ,d lanwd ij fn;k tyk,]
gkFk tksM+dj cSBh gSaA   mudh Lusg&dkrj vk¡[kksa esa eSaus vk¡lw dHkh ugha ns[ks FksA
eSa cgqr nsj rd eu ekjs muosQ ikl cSBk jgkA mUgksaus vk¡[ksa [kksyhaA ¶nknh ek¡!¸]
eSaus èkhjs ls dgkA

¶D;k gS js] rw ;gk¡ D;ksa cSBk gS\¸
¶nknh ek¡] ,d ckr iwNw¡] crkvksxh u\¸ eSaus mudh Lusgiw.kZ vk¡[kksa dh

vksj ns[kkA
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¶D;k gS] iwNA¸
¶rqe jksrh Fkha\¸
nknh ek¡ eqldjkb±] ¶ikxy] rwus vHkh [kkuk Hkh ugha [kk;k u] py&py!¸
¶èkksrh rks cny yks] nknh ek¡¸] eSaus dgkA
¶eq>s ljnh&xjeh ugha yxrh csVkA¸ os eq>s [khaprh jlksbZ esa ys xb±A
lqcg eSaus ns[kk] pkjikbZ ij cSBs firk th vkSj fd'ku HkS;k eu ekjs oqQN

lksp jgs gSaA ¶nwljk pkjk gh D;k gS\¸ ckcw cksys] ¶#i;k dksbZ nsrk ughaA fdrus
osQ rks vHkh fiNys Hkh ckdh gSa!¸ os jksus&jksus&ls gks x,A

¶jksrk D;ksa gS js!¸ nknh ek¡ us mudk ekFkk lgykrs gq, dgk] ¶eSa rks vHkh
gw¡ ghA¸ mUgksaus lanwd [kksydj ,d pedrh&lh ph”k fudkyh] ¶rsjs nknk us ;g
oaQxu eq>s blh fnu osQ fy, iguk;k FkkA¸ mudk xyk Hkj vk;k] ¶eSaus bls
iguk ugha] bls lgstdj j[krh vkbZ gw¡A ;g muosQ oa'k dh fu'kkuh gSA¸ mUgksaus
vk¡lw iksaNdj dgk] ¶iqjkus yksx vkxk&ihNk lc lksp ysrs Fks] csVkA¸
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lpeqp eq>s nknh ek¡ 'kkiHkz"V nsoh&lh yxhaA
èkq¡èkyh Nk;k foyhu gks xbZA eSaus ns[kk] fnu
dkI+kQh p<+ vk;k gSA ikl osQ yacs [ktwj osQ

isM+ ls mM+dj ,d dkSvk viuh f?kukSuh
dkyh ik¡[ksa iSQykdj esjh

f[kM+dh ij cSB x;kA
gkFk esa vc Hkh fd'ku
HkS;k dk i=k dk¡i jgk
gSA dkyh phafV;kas&lh
drkjsa èkwfey gks jgh gSaA
vk¡[kksa ij fo'okl ugha

gksrkA eu ckj&ckj vius ls gh iwN cSBrk gSμ^D;k lpeqp nknh ek¡ ugha jgha\*

f'koizlkn ¯lg

iz'u&vH;kl

dgkuh ls
1- ys[kd dks viuh nknh ek¡ dh ;kn osQ lkFk&lkFk cpiu dh vkSj fdu&fdu

ckrksa dh ;kn vk tkrh gS\
2- nknk dh èR;q osQ ckn ys[kd osQ ?kj dh vk£Fkd fLFkfr [kjkc D;ksa gks xbZ Fkh\
3- nknh ek¡ osQ LoHkko dk dkSu lk i{k vkidks lcls vPNk yxrk gS vkSj D;ksa\

dgkuh ls vkxs
1- vkius bl dgkuh esa eghuksa osQ uke i<+s] TkSlsμDokj] vk"kk<+] ek?kA bu eghuksa

esa ekSle oSQlk jgrk gS] fyf[k,A
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2- ^vius&vius ekSle dh viuh&viuh ckrsa gksrh gSa*μys[kd osQ bl dFku
osQ vuqlkj ;g crkb, fd fdl ekSle esa dkSu&dkSu lh ph”ksa fo'ks"k :i
ls feyrh gSa\

vuqeku vkSj dYiuk
1- bl dgkuh esa dbZ ckj ½.k ysus dh ckr vkius i<+hA vuqeku yxkb,]

fdu&fdu ikfjokfjd ifjfLFkfr;ksa eas xk¡o osQ yksxksa dks ½.k ysuk iM+rk gksxk
vkSj ;g mUgsa dgk¡ ls feyrk gksxk\ cM+ksa ls ckrphr dj bl fo"k; esa fyf[k,A

2- ?kj ij gksusokys mRloksa @ lekjksgksa esa cPps D;k&D;k djrs gSa\ vius vkSj
vius fe=kksa osQ vuqHkoksa osQ vkèkkj ij fyf[k,A

Hkk"kk dh ckr
1- uhps nh xbZ iafDr;ksa ij è;ku nhft,μ

”kjk&lh dfBukbZ iM+rs
vueuk&lk gks tkrk gS
lu&ls lI+ksQn

• lekurk dk cksèk djkus osQ fy, lk] lh] ls dk iz;ksx fd;k tkrk gSA ,sls
ik¡p vkSj 'kCn fyf[k, vkSj mudk okD; esa iz;ksx dhft,A

2- dgkuh esa ^Nw&Nwdj Toj dk vuqeku djrha] iwN&iwNdj ?kjokyksa dks ijs'kku
dj nsrha*μtSls okD; vk, gSaA fdlh fØ;k dks ”kksj nsdj dgus osQ fy, ,d
ls vfèkd ckj ,d gh 'kCn dk iz;ksx gksrk gSA tSls ogk¡ tk&tkdj Fkd x;k]
mUgsa <w¡<+&<¡w<+dj ns[k fy;kA bl izdkj osQ ik¡p okD; cukb,A

3- cksypky esa iz;ksx gksusokys 'kCn vkSj okD;ka'k ̂ nknh ek¡ * dgkuh esa gSaA bu 'kCnksa
vkSj okD;ka'kksa ls irk pyrk gS fd ;g dgkuh fdlh fo'ks"k {ks=k ls lacafèkr
gSA ,sls 'kCnksa vkSj okD;ka'kksa esa {ks=kh; cksypky dh [kwfc;k¡ gksrh gSaA mnkgj.k
osQ fy,μfudlkj] cjãk] mfju] fpmM+k] NkSadk bR;kfn 'kCnksa dks ns[kk tk
ldrk gSA bu 'kCnksa dk mPpkj.k vU; {ks=kh; cksfy;ksa esa vyx <ax ls gksrk
gS] tSlsμfpmM+k dks fpM+ok] pwM+ =k] iksgk vkSj blh rjg NkSadk dks NkSad] rM+dk
Hkh dgk tkrk gSA fudlkj] mfju vkSj cjãk 'kCn Øe'k% fudkl] m½.k vkSj
czãk 'kCn dk {ks=kh; :i gaSA bl izdkj osQ nl 'kCnksa dks cksypky esa mi;ksx
gksusokyh Hkk"kk @ cksyh ls ,d=k dhft, vkSj d{kk esa fy[kdj fn[kkb,A





































1.1 INTRODUCTION

We have learnt about whole numbers and integers in Class VI.
We know that integers form a bigger collection of numbers
which contains whole numbers and negative numbers. What
other differences do you find between whole numbers and
integers? In this chapter, we will study more about integers,
their properties and operations. First of all, we will review and
revise what we have done about integers in our previous class.

1.2 RECALL

We know how to represent integers on a number line. Some integers are marked on the
number line given below.

Can you write these marked integers in ascending order? The ascending order of
these numbers is – 5, – 1, 3. Why did we choose  – 5 as the smallest number?

Some points are marked with integers on the following number line. Write these integers
in descending order.

The  descending order of these integers is 14, 8, 3, ...

The above number line has only a few integers filled. Write appropriate numbers at
each dot.

C
h
a
p
t
e
r 

 1

Integers
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–3 –2

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O

TRY THESE

1. A number line representing integers is given below

–3 and –2 are marked by E and F respectively. Which integers are marked by B,
D, H, J, M and O?

2. Arrange 7, –5, 4, 0 and – 4 in ascending order and then mark them on a number
line to check your answer.

We have done addition and subtraction of integers in our previous class. Read the
following statements.

On a number line when we

(i) add a positive integer, we move to the right.

(ii) add a negative integer, we move to the left.

(iii) subtract a positive integer, we move to the left.

(iv) subtract a negative integer, we move to the right.

State whether the following statements are correct or incorrect. Correct those which
are wrong:

(i) When two positive integers are added we get a positive integer.

(ii) When two negative integers are added we get a positive integer.

(iii) When a  positive integer and a  negative integer are added, we always get a negative
integer.

(iv) Additive inverse of an integer 8 is (– 8) and additive inverse of (– 8) is 8.

(v) For subtraction, we add the additive inverse of the integer that is being subtracted,
to the other integer.

(vi) (–10) + 3 = 10 – 3

(vii) 8 + (–7) – (– 4) = 8 + 7 – 4

Compare your answers with the answers given below:

(i) Correct. For example:

(a) 56 + 73 = 129 (b) 113 + 82 = 195  etc.

Construct five more examples in support of this statement.

(ii) Incorrect, since (– 6) + (– 7) = – 13, which is not a positive integer. The correct
statement is: When two negative integers are added we  get a negative integer.

For example,

(a) (– 56) + (– 73) = – 129 (b) (– 113) + (– 82) = – 195, etc.

Construct five more examples on your own to verify this statement.
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TRY THESE

(iii) Incorrect, since – 9 + 16 = 7, which is not a negative integer. The correct statement is :
When one positive and one negative integers are added, we take their difference
and place the sign of the bigger integer. The bigger integer is decided by ignoring the
signs of both the integers. For example:

(a) (– 56) + (73) = 17 (b) (– 113) + 82 = – 31

(c) 16 + (– 23) = – 7 (d) 125 + (– 101) = 24
Construct five more examples for verifying this statement.

(iv) Correct. Some other examples of additive inverse are as given below:

Integer Additive inverse
10 –10

–10 10
76 –76

–76 76

Thus, the additive inverse of any integer a is – a and additive inverse of (– a) is a.
(v) Correct. Subtraction is opposite of addition and therefore, we add the additive

inverse of the integer that is being subtracted, to the other integer. For example:
(a) 56 – 73 =  56 + additive inverse of 73 = 56 + (–73) = –17
(b) 56 – (–73) =  56 + additive inverse of (–73) = 56 + 73 = 129
(c) (–79) – 45 = (–79) + (– 45) = –124
(d) (–100) – (–172) = –100 + 172 = 72 etc.
Write atleast five such examples to verify this statement.
Thus, we find that for any two integers a and b,

a – b = a + additive inverse of b = a + (– b)
and a – (– b) = a + additive inverse of (– b) = a + b

(vi) Incorrect, since (–10) + 3 = –7 and 10 – 3 = 7
therefore, (–10) + 3 ≠ 10 – 3

(vii) Incorrect, since, 8 + (–7) – (– 4) = 8 + (–7) + 4 = 1 + 4 = 5
and 8 + 7 – 4 = 15 – 4 = 11
However, 8 + (–7) – (– 4) = 8 – 7 + 4

We have done various patterns with numbers in our previous class.
Can you find a pattern for each of the following? If yes, complete them:

(a) 7, 3, – 1, – 5, _____, _____, _____.
(b) – 2, – 4, – 6, – 8, _____, _____, _____.
(c) 15, 10, 5, 0, _____, _____, _____.
(d) – 11, – 8, – 5, – 2, _____, _____, _____.

Make some more such patterns and ask your friends to complete them.
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–10 –5 0 5 10 15 20 25

Lahulspiti Srinagar Shimla Ooty Bangalore

EXERCISE 1.1

1. Following number line shows the temperature in degree celsius (°C) at different places
on a particular day.

(a) Observe this number line and write the temperature of the places marked on it.

(b) What is the temperature difference between the hottest and the coldest places
among the above?

(c) What is the temperature difference between Lahulspiti and Srinagar?

(d) Can we say temperature of Srinagar and Shimla taken together is less than the
temperature at Shimla? Is it also less than the temperature at Srinagar?

2. In a quiz, positive marks are given for correct answers and negative marks are given
for incorrect answers. If Jack’s scores in five successive rounds were 25, – 5, – 10,
15 and 10, what was his total at the end?

3. At Srinagar temperature was – 5°C on Monday and then it dropped
by 2°C on Tuesday. What was the temperature of Srinagar on Tuesday?
On Wednesday, it rose by 4°C. What was the temperature on this
day?

4. A plane is flying at the height of 5000 m above the sea level. At a
particular point, it is exactly above a submarine floating 1200 m below
the sea level. What is the vertical distance between them?

5. Mohan deposits Rs 2,000 in his bank account and withdraws Rs 1,642
from it, the next day. If withdrawal of amount from the account is
represented by a negative integer, then how will you represent the amount
deposited? Find the balance in Mohan’s account after the withdrawal.

6. Rita goes 20 km towards east from a point A to the point B. From B,
she moves 30 km towards west along the same road. If the distance
towards east is represented by a positive integer then, how will you
represent the distance travelled towards west? By which integer will
you represent her final position from A?
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7. In a magic square each row, column and diagonal have the same sum. Check which
of the following is a magic square.

5 –1 – 4 1 –10 0

–5 –2 7 – 4 –3 –2

0 3 –3 – 6 4 –7

(i) (ii)

8. Verify a – (– b) = a + b for the following values of a and b.

(i) a = 21, b = 18 (ii) a = 118, b = 125

(iii) a = 75, b = 84 (iv) a = 28, b = 11

9. Use the sign of  >, < or =  in the box to make the statements true.

(a) (– 8) + (– 4) (–8) – (– 4)

(b) (– 3) + 7 – (19) 15 – 8 + (– 9)

(c) 23 – 41 + 11 23 – 41 – 11

(d) 39 + (– 24) – (15) 36 + (– 52) – (– 36)

(e) – 231 + 79 + 51 –399 + 159 + 81

10. A water tank has steps inside it. A monkey is sitting on the topmost step (i.e., the first
step). The water level is at the ninth step.

(i) He jumps 3 steps down and then jumps back 2 steps up.
In how many jumps will he reach the water level?

(ii) After drinking water, he wants to go back. For this, he
jumps 4 steps up and then jumps back 2 steps down
in every move. In how many jumps will he reach back
the top step?

(iii) If the number of steps moved down is represented by
negative integers and the number of steps moved up by
positive integers, represent his moves in part (i) and (ii)
by completing the following; (a) – 3 + 2 – ...  =  – 8
(b) 4 – 2 + ...  =  8. In (a) the sum (– 8) represents going
down by eight steps. So, what will the sum 8 in (b)
represent?

1.3  PROPERTIES OF ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF INTEGERS

1.3.1  Closure under Addition
We have learnt that sum of two whole numbers is again a whole number. For example,
17 + 24 = 41 which is again a whole number. We know that, this property is known as the
closure property for addition of the whole numbers.
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Let us see whether this property is true for integers or not.

Following are some pairs of integers. Observe the following table and complete it.

Statement Observation

(i) 17 + 23 = 40 Result is an integer

(ii) (–10) + 3 = _____ ______________

(iii) (– 75) + 18 = _____ ______________

(iv) 19 + (– 25) = – 6 Result is an integer

(v) 27 + (– 27) = _____ ______________

(vi) (– 20) + 0 = _____ ______________

(vii) (– 35) + (– 10) = _____ ______________

What do you observe? Is the sum of two integers always an integer?

Did you find a pair of integers whose sum is not an integer?

Since addition of integers gives integers, we say integers are closed under addition.

In general, for any two integers a and b, a + b is an integer.

1.3.2  Closure under Subtraction

What happens when we subtract an integer from another integer? Can we say that their
difference is also an integer?

Observe the following table and complete it:

Statement Observation

(i) 7 – 9 = – 2 Result is an integer

(ii) 17 – (– 21) = _______ ______________

(iii) (– 8) – (–14) = 6 Result is an integer

(iv) (– 21) – (– 10) = _______ ______________

(v) 32 – (–17) = _______ ______________

(vi) (– 18) – (– 18) = _______ ______________

(vii) (– 29) – 0 = _______ ______________

What do you observe? Is there any pair of integers whose difference is not an integer?
Can we say integers are closed under subtraction? Yes, we can see that integers are
closed under subtraction.

Thus, if a and b are two integers then a – b is also an intger. Do the whole numbers
satisfy this property?
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1.3.3  Commutative Property

We know that 3 + 5 = 5 + 3 = 8, that is, the whole numbers can be added in any order. In
other words, addition is commutative for whole numbers.

Can we say the same for integers also?

We have 5 + (– 6) = –1 and (– 6) + 5 = –1

So, 5 + (– 6) = (– 6) + 5

Are the following equal?

(i) (– 8) + (– 9) and (– 9) + (– 8)

(ii) (– 23) + 32 and 32 + (– 23)

(iii) (– 45) + 0 and 0 + (– 45)

Try this with five other pairs of integers. Do you find any pair of integers for which the
sums are different when the order is changed? Certainly not. Thus, we conclude that
addition is commutative for integers.

In general, for any two integers a and b, we can say

a + b = b + a

� We know that subtraction is not commutative for whole numbers. Is it commutative
for  integers?

Consider the integers 5 and (–3).

Is 5 – (–3) the same as (–3) –5? No, because  5 – ( –3) = 5 + 3 = 8, and (–3) – 5
= – 3 – 5 = – 8.

Take atleast five different pairs of integers and check this.

We conclude that subtraction is not commutative for integers.

1.3.4  Associative Property
Observe the following examples:

Consider the integers –3, –2 and –5.

Look at (–5) + [(–3) + (–2)] and [(–5) + (–3)] + (–2).

In the first sum (–3) and (–2) are grouped together and in the second (–5) and (–3)
are grouped together. We will check whether we get different results.

(–5) + [(–3) + (–2)] [(–5) + (–3)] + (–2)
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TRY THESE

In both the cases, we get –10.

i.e., (–5) + [(–3) + (–2)] = [(–5) + (–2)] + (–3)

Similarly consider  –3 , 1 and  –7.

( –3) + [1 + (–7)] = –3 + __________ = __________

[(–3) + 1] + (–7) = –2 + __________ = __________

Is (–3) + [1 + (–7)] same as [(–3) + 1] + (–7)?

Take five more such examples. You will not find any example for which the sums are
different. This shows that addition is associative for integers.

In general for any integers a, b and c, we can say

a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c

1.3.5  Additive Identity

When we add zero to any whole number, we get the same whole number. Zero is an
additive identity for whole numbers. Is it an additive identity again for integers also?

Observe the following and fill in the blanks:

(i) (– 8) + 0  = – 8 (ii) 0 + (– 8) = – 8

(iii) (–23) + 0 = _____ (iv) 0 + (–37) = –37

(v) 0 + (–59) = _____ (vi) 0 + _____ = – 43

(vii) – 61 + _____ = – 61 (viii) _____ + 0 = _____

The above examples show that zero is an additive identity for integers.

You can verify it by adding zero to any other five integers.

In general, for any integer a

a + 0 = a = 0 + a

1. Write a pair of integers whose sum gives

(a) a negative integer (b) zero

(c) an integer smaller than both the integers. (d) an integer smaller than only one of the integers.

(e) an integer greater than both the integers.

2. Write a pair of integers whose difference gives

(a) a negative integer. (b) zero.

(c) an integer smaller than both the integers. (d) an integer greater than only one of the integers.

(e) an integer greater than both the integers.
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EXAMPLE 1 Write down a pair of integers whose

(a) sum is –3 (b) difference is  –5

(c) difference is 2 (d) sum is 0

SOLUTION (a) (–1) + (–2) = –3 or (–5) + 2 = –3

(b) (–9) – (– 4) = –5 or (–2) – 3 = –5

(c) (–7) – (–9) = 2 or 1 – (–1) = 2

(d) (–10) + 10 = 0 or 5 + (–5) = 0

              Can you write more pairs in these examples?

EXERCISE 1.2

1. Write down a pair of integers whose:

(a) sum is  –7 (b) difference is  –10 (c) sum is 0

2. (a) Write a pair of negative integers whose difference gives 8.

(b) Write a negative integer and a positive integer whose sum is –5.

(c) Write a negative integer and a positive integer whose difference is –3.

3. In a quiz, team A scored – 40, 10, 0 and team B scored 10, 0, – 40 in three
successive rounds. Which team scored more? Can we say that we can add
integers in any order?

4. Fill in the blanks to make the following statements true:

(i) (–5) + (............) = (– 8) + (............)

(ii) –53 + ............ = –53

(iii) 17 + ............ = 0

(iv) [13 + (– 12)] + (............) = ............ + [(–12) + (–7)]

(v) (– 4) + [............ + (–3)] = [............ + 15] + ............

1.4  MULTIPLICATION OF INTEGERS

We can add and subtract integers. Let us now learn how to multiply integers.

1.4.1  Multiplication of a Positive and a Negative Integer

We know that multiplication of whole numbers is repeated addition. For example,

5 + 5 + 5 = 3 × 5 = 15

Can you represent addition of integers in the same way?
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We have from the following number line, (–5) + (–5) + (–5) = –15

But we can also write

(–5) + (–5) + (–5) = 3 × (–5)

Therefore, 3 × (–5) = –15

Similarly (– 4) + (– 4) + (– 4) + (– 4) + (– 4) = 5 × (– 4) = –20

And (–3) + (–3) + (–3) + (–3) = __________ = __________

Also, (–7) + (–7) + (–7) = __________ = __________

Let us see how to find the product of a positive integer and a negative integer without
using number line.

Let us find 3 × (–5) in a different way. First find 3 × 5 and then put minus sign (–)
before the product obtained. You get –15. That is we find – (3 × 5) to get –15.

Similarly, 5 × (– 4) = – (5×4) = – 20.

Find in a similar way,

4 × (– 8) = _____ = _____ 3 × (– 7) = _____ = _____

6 × (– 5) = _____ = _____ 2 × (– 9) = _____ = _____

Using this method we thus have,

10 × (– 43) = _____ – (10 × 43) = – 430

Till now we multiplied integers as (positive integer) × (negative integer).

Let us now multiply them as (negative integer) × (positive integer).

We first find –3 × 5.

To find this, observe the following pattern:

We have, 3 × 5 = 15

2 × 5 = 10 = 15 – 5

1 × 5 = 5 = 10 – 5

0 × 5 = 0 = 5 – 5

So, –1 × 5 = 0 – 5 = –5

–20 –16 –12 –8 –4 0

–20 –15 –10 –5 0

TRY THESE

Find:
4 × (– 8),
8 × (–2),
3 × (–7),
10 × (–1)

using number line.

TRY THESE

Find:

(i) 6 × (–19)

(ii) 12 × (–32)

(iii) 7 × (–22)
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TRY THESE

–2 × 5 = –5 – 5 = –10

–3 × 5 = –10 – 5 = –15

We already have 3 × (–5) = –15

So we get (–3) × 5 = –15 = 3 × (–5)

Using such patterns, we also get (–5) × 4 = –20 = 5 × (– 4)

Using patterns, find (– 4) × 8, (–3) × 7, (– 6) × 5 and (– 2) × 9

Check whether, (– 4) × 8 = 4 × (– 8), (– 3) × 7 = 3 × (–7), (– 6) × 5 = 6 × (– 5)

and (– 2) × 9 = 2 × (– 9)

Using this we get, (–33) × 5 = 33 × (–5) = –165

We thus find that while multiplying a positive integer and a negative integer, we
multiply them as whole numbers and put a minus sign (–) before the product. We
thus get a negative integer.

 1. Find: (a) 15 × (–16) (b) 21 × (–32)

(c) (– 42) × 12 (d) –55 × 15

 2. Check if (a) 25 × (–21) = (–25) × 21 (b) (–23) × 20 = 23 × (–20)

Write five more such examples.

In general, for any two positive integers a and b we can say

a × (– b) = (– a) × b = – (a × b)

1.4.2  Multiplication of two Negative Integers

Can you find the product  (–3) × (–2)?

Observe the following:

–3 × 4 = – 12

–3 × 3 = –9 = –12 – (–3)

–3 × 2 = – 6 = –9 – (–3)

–3 × 1 = –3 = – 6 – (–3)

–3 × 0 = 0   = –3 – (–3)

–3 × –1 = 0 – (–3) = 0 + 3 = 3

–3 × –2 = 3 – (–3) = 3 + 3 = 6

Do you see any pattern? Observe how the products change.
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Based on this observation, complete the following:

–3 × –3 = _____ –3 × – 4 = _____

Now observe these products and fill in the blanks:

– 4 × 4 = –16

– 4 × 3 = –12  = –16 + 4

– 4 × 2 =  _____ = –12 + 4

– 4 × 1 = _____

– 4 × 0 = _____

– 4 × (–1) = _____

– 4 × (–2) = _____

– 4 × (–3) = _____

From these patterns we observe that,

(–3) × (–1) = 3 = 3 × 1

(–3) × (–2) = 6 = 3 × 2

(–3) × (–3) = 9 = 3 × 3

and (– 4) × (–1) = 4 = 4 × 1

So, (– 4) × (–2) = 4 × 2   =  _____

(– 4) × (–3) = _____ = _____

So observing these products we can say that the product of two negative integers is
a positive integer. We multiply the two negative integers as whole numbers and put
the positive sign before the product.

Thus, we have (–10) × (–12) = 120

Similarly (–15) × (– 6) = 90

In general, for any two positive integers a and b,

(– a) × (– b) = a × b

Find:  (–31) × (–100), (–25) × (–72), (–83) × (–28)

Game 1

(i) Take a board marked from –104 to 104 as shown in the figure.

(ii) Take a bag containing two blue and two red dice. Number of dots on the blue dice

indicate positive integers and number of dots on the red dice indicate negative integers.

(iii) Every player will place his/her counter at zero.

(iv) Each player will take out two dice at a time from the bag and throw them.

TRY THESE

(i) Starting from (–5) × 4, find (–5) × (– 6)

(ii) Starting from (– 6) × 3, find (– 6) × (–7)

TRY THESE
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104 103 102 101 100 99 98 97 96 95 94

83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93

82 81 80 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50

39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49

38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6

–5 – 4 –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3 4 5

– 6 –7 – 8 –9 –10 –11 –12 –13 –14 –15 –16

–27 –26 –25 –24 –23 –22 –21 –20 –19 –18 –17

–28 –29 –30 –31 –32 –33 –34 –35 –36 –37 –38

–  49 –48 –47 –46 –45 –44 –43 –42 –41 –40 –39

– 50 –51 –52 –53 –54 –55 –56 –57 –58 –59 – 60

–71 –70 –69 –68 –67 –66 –65 –64 –63 –62 –61

–72 –73 –74 –75 –76 –77 –78 –79 –80 –81 –82

–93 –92 –91 –90 –89 –88 –87 –86 –85 –84 –83
–94 –95 –96 –97 –98 –99 –100 –101 –102 –103  –104

(v) After every throw, the player has to multiply the numbers marked on the dice.

(vi) If the product is a positive integer then the player will move his counter towards

104; if the product is a negative integer then the player will move his counter

towards –104.

(vii) The player who reaches 104 first is the winner.
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1.4.3  Product of three or more Negative Integers
We observed that the product of two negative integers is a positive integer.
What will be the product of three negative integers? Four negative integers?
Let us observe the following examples:

(a) (– 4) × (–3) = 12

(b) (– 4) × (–3) × (–2) = [(– 4) × (–3)] × (–2) = 12 × (–2) = – 24

(c) (– 4) × (–3) × (–2) × (–1) = [(– 4) × (–3) × (–2)] × (–1) = (–24) × (–1)

(d) (–5) × [(–4) × (–3) × (–2) × (–1)] = (–5) × 24 = –120
From the above products we observe that

(a) the product of two negative integers
is a positive integer;

(b) the product of three negative integers
is a negative integer.

(c) product of four negative integers is
a positive integer.

What is the product of five negative integers in
(d)?
So what will be the product of six negative
integers?

We further see that in (a) and (c) above,
the number of negative integers that are
multiplied are even [two and four respectively]
and the product obtained in (a) and (c) are
positive integers. The number of negative
integers that are multiplied in (b) and (d) are
odd and the products obtained in (b) and (d)
are negative integers.

We find that if the number of negative integers in a product is even, then the
product is a positive integer; if the number of negative integers in a product is odd,
then the product is a negative integer.

Justify it by taking five more examples of each kind.

THINK, DISCUSS AND WRITE

(i) The product (–9) × (–5) × (– 6)×(–3) is positive whereas the product

(–9) × ( 5) × 6 × (–3) is negative. Why?

(ii) What will be the sign of the product if we multiply together:

(a) 8 negative integers and 3 positive integers?

(b) 5 negative integers and 4 positive integers?

Euler in his book Ankitung zur
Algebra(1770), was one of
the first mathematicians to
attempt to prove

 (–1) × (–1) = 1

A Special Case

Consider the following statements and
the resultant products:

(–1) × (–1) = +1

(–1) × (–1) × (–1) = –1

(–1) × (–1) × (–1) × (–1)  = +1

(–1) × (–1) × (–1) × (–1) × (–1) = –1

This means that if the integer
(–1) is multiplied even number of times,
the product is +1 and if the integer (–1)
is multiplied odd number of times, the
product is –1. You can check this by
making pairs of (–1) in the statement.
This is useful in working out products of
integers.
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(c) (–1), twelve times?

(d) (–1), 2m times, m is a natural number?

1.5  PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLICATION OF INTEGERS

1.5.1  Closure under Multiplication
1. Observe the following table and complete it:

Statement Inference

(–20) × (–5) = 100 Product is an integer

(–15) × 17 = – 255 Product is an integer

(–30) × 12 = _____

(–15) × (–23) = _____

(–14) × (–13) = _____

12 × (–30) = _____

What do you observe? Can you find a pair of integers whose product is not an integer?
No. This gives us an idea that the product of two integers is again an integer. So we can
say that integers are closed under multiplication.
In general,

a × b is an integer, for all integers a and b.

Find the product of five more pairs of integers and verify the above statement.

1.5.2  Commutativity of Multiplication

We know that multiplication is commutative for whole numbers. Can we say, multiplication
is also commutative for integers?
Observe the following table and complete it:

Statement 1 Statement 2 Inference

3 × (– 4) = –12 (– 4) × 3 = –12 3 × (– 4) = (– 4) × 3

(–30) × 12 = _____ 12 × (–30) = _____

(–15) × (–10) = 150 (–10) × (–15) = 150

(–35) × (–12) = _____ (–12) × (–35) =

(–17) × 0 = _____

__________ = _____ (–1) × (–15) =
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0 is the additive identity whereas 1 is  the
multiplicative identity for integers. We get
additive inverse of an integer a when we multiply
(–1) to a, i.e.  a × (–1) = (–1) × a = – a

What are your observations? The above examples suggest multiplication is
commutative for integers. Write five more such examples and verify.

In general, for any two integers a and b,

a × b = b × a

1.5.3  Multiplication by Zero

We know that any whole number when multiplied by zero gives zero. Observe the following
products of negative integers and zero. These are obtained from the patterns done earlier.

(–3) × 0 = 0

0 × (– 4) = 0

– 5 × 0 = _____

0 × (– 6) = _____

This shows that the product of a negative integer and zero is zero.

In general, for any integer a,

a × 0 = 0 × a = 0

1.5.4  Multiplicative Identity

We know that 1 is the multiplicative identity for whole numbers.

Check that 1 is the multiplicative identity for integers as well. Observe the following
products of  integers with 1.

(–3) × 1 = –3 1 × 5 = 5

(– 4) × 1 = _____ 1 × 8 = _____

1 × (–5) = _____ 3 × 1 = _____

1 × (– 6) = _____ 7 × 1 = _____

This shows that 1 is the multiplicative identity for integers also.

In general, for any integer a we have,

a × 1 = 1 × a = a

What happens when we multiply any integer with –1?  Complete the following:

(–3) × (–1) = 3

3 × (–1) = –3

(– 6) × (–1) = _____

(–1) × 13 = _____

(–1) × (–25) = _____

18 × (–1) = _____

What do you observe?

Can we say –1 is a multiplicative identity of integers? No.
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1.5.5  Associativity for Multiplication

Consider –3, –2 and 5.

Look at [(–3) × (–2)] × 5 and  (–3) × [(–2) × 5].

In the first case (–3) and (–2) are grouped together and in the second (–2) and 5 are
grouped together.

We see that [(–3) × (–2)] × 5 = 6 × 5 = 30

and   (–3) × [(–2) × 5] = (–3) × (–10) = 30

So, we get the same answer in both the cases.

Thus, [(–3) × (–2)] × 5 = (–3) × [(–2) × 5]

Look at this and complete the products:

[(7) × (– 6)] × 4 = __________ × 4 = __________

7 × [(– 6) × 4] = 7 × __________ = __________

Is [7 × (– 6)] × (– 4) = 7 × [(– 6) × (– 4)]?

Does the grouping of integers affect the product of integers? No.

In general, for any three integers a, b and c

(a × b) × c = a × (b × c)

Take any five values for a, b and c each and verify this property.

Thus, like whole numbers, the product of three integers does not depend upon
the grouping of integers and this is called the associative property for multiplication
of integers.

1.5.6  Distributive Property

We know

16 × (10 + 2) = (16 × 10) + (16 × 2) [Distributivity of multiplication over addition]

Let us check if this is true for integers also.

Observe the following:

(a) (–2) × (3 + 5) = –2 × 8 = –16

and [(–2) × 3] + [(–2) × 5] = (– 6) + (–10) = –16

So, (–2) × (3 + 5) = [(–2) × 3] + [(–2) × 8]

(b) (– 4) × [(–2) + 7] = (– 4) × 5 = –20

and [(– 4) × (–2)] + [(– 4) × 7] =  8  + (–28)  = –20

So, (– 4) × [(–2) + 7]  = [(– 4) × (–2)] + [(– 4) × 7]

(c) (– 8) × [(–2) + (–1)] = (– 8) × (–3) = 24

and [(– 8) × (–2)] + [(– 8) × (–1)] =  16  + 8  = 24

So, (– 8) × [(–2) + (–1)]  = [(– 8) × (–2)] + [(– 8) × (–1)]
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TRY THESE

TRY THESE

Can we say that the distributivity of multiplication over addition is true for integers
also? Yes.

In general, for any integers a, b and c,

a × (b + c) = a × b + a × c

Take atleast five different values for each of a, b and c and verify the above Distributive
property.

(i) Is 10 × [(6 + (–2)] = 10 × 6 + 10 × (–2)?

(ii) Is (–15) × [(–7) + (–1)] = (–15) × (–7) + (–15) × (–1)?

Now consider the following:

Can we say 4 × (3 – 8) = 4 × 3 – 4 × 8?

Let us check:

4 × (3 – 8) = 4 × (–5) = –20

4 × 3 – 4 × 8 = 12  – 32 = –20

So, 4 × (3 – 8) = 4 × 3 – 4 × 8.

Look at the following:

( –5) × [( – 4)  – ( – 6)] = ( –5) × 2 =  –10

[( –5) × ( – 4)]  – [ ( –5) × ( – 6)]  = 20  – 30 =  –10

So, ( –5) × [( – 4)  – ( – 6)] = [( –5) × ( – 4)]  – [ ( –5) × ( – 6)]

Check this for ( –9) × [ 10  – ( –3)] and [( –9) × 10 ]  – [ ( –9) × ( –3)]

You will find that these are also equal.

In general, for any three integers a, b and c,

a × (b – c) = a × b – a × c

Take atleast five different values for each of a, b and c and verify this property.

(i) Is 10 × (6 – (–2)] = 10 × 6 – 10 × (–2)?

(ii) Is (–15) × [(–7) – (–1)] = (–15) × (–7) – (–15) × (–1)?

1.5.7  Making Multiplication Easier

Consider the following:

(i) We can find (–25) × 37 × 4 as
[(–25) × 37] × 4 = (– 925)× 4 = –3700
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TRY THESE

Or, we can do it this way,

(–25) × 37 × 4 = (–25) × 4 × 37 = [(–25) × 4] × 37 = (–100) × 37 = –3700

Which is the easier way?

Obviously the second way is easier because multiplication of (–25) and 4 gives
–100 which is easier to multiply with 37. Note that the second way involves
commutativity and associativity of integers.

So, we find that the commutativity, associativity and distributivity of integers help to
make our calculations simpler. Let us further see how calculations can be made
easier using these properties.

(ii) Find 16 × 12

16 × 12 can be written as 16 × (10 + 2).

16 × 12 =   16 × (10 + 2)  =  16 × 10 + 16 × 2 = 160 + 32 = 192

(iii) (–23) × 48 = (–23) × [50 – 2]  = (–23) × 50 – (–23) × 2 = (–1150) – (– 46)

= –1104

(iv) (–35) × (–98) = (–35) × [(–100) + 2] = (–35) × (–100) + (–35) × 2

= 3500 + (–70) = 3430

(v) 52 × (– 8) + (–52) × 2

(–52) × 2 can also be written as  52 × (–2).

Therefore, 52 × (– 8) + (–52) × 2 = 52 × (– 8) + 52 × (–2)

= 52 × [(– 8) + (–2)] = 52 × [(–10)] = –520

Find (ñ 49) × 18; (ñ25) × (ñ31); 70 × (–19) + (–1) × 70 using distributive property.

EXAMPLE 2 Find each of the following products:

(i) (–18) × (–10) × 9 (ii) (–20) × (–2) × (–5) × 7

(iii) (–1) × (–5) ×  (– 4) × (– 6)

SOLUTION

(i) (–18) × (–10) × 9 = [(–18) × (–10)] × 9 = 180 × 9 = 1620

(ii) (–20) × (–2) × (–5) × 7 = – 20 × (–2 × –5) × 7 = [–20 × 10] × 7 = – 1400

(iii) (–1) × (–5) ×  (– 4) × (– 6) = [(–1) × (–5)] × [(– 4) × (– 6)] = 5 × 24 = 120

EXAMPLE 3 Verify   (–30) × [13 + (–3)] =  [(–30) × 13] + [(–30) × (–3)]

SOLUTION (–30) × [13 + (–3)] = (–30) × 10 = –300
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[(–30) × 13] + [(–30) × (–3)]  = –390 + 90 = –300

So, (–30) × [13 + (–3)] =  [(–30) × 13] + [(–30) × (–3)]

EXAMPLE 4 In a class test containing 15 questions, 4 marks are given for every
correct answer and (–2) marks are given for every incorrect answer.
(i) Gurpreet attempts all questions but only 9 of her answers are correct.
What is her total score? (ii) One of her friends gets only 5 answers
correct. What will be her score?

SOLUTION

(i) Marks given for one correct answer = 4

So, marks given for 9 correct answers = 4 × 9 = 36

Marks given for one incorrect answer = – 2

So, marks given for 6 = (15 – 9) incorrect answers = (–2) × 6 = –12

Therefore, Gurpreet’s total score  = 36 + ( –12) = 24

(ii) Marks given for one correct answer = 4

So, marks given for 5 correct answers   = 4 × 5 = 20

Marks given for one incorrect answer = (–2)

So, marks given for 10 (=15 – 5) incorrect answers = (–2) × 10 = –20

Therefore, her friend’s total score = 20 + ( –20) = 0

EXAMPLE 5 Suppose we represent the distance above the ground by a positive integer

and that below the ground by a negative integer, then answer the following:

(i) An elevator descends into a mine shaft at the rate of 5 metre per minute. What will
be its position after one hour?

(ii) If it begins to descend from 15 m above the ground, what will be its position after 45
minutes?

SOLUTION

(i) Since the elevator is going down, so the distance covered by it will be represented
by a negative integer.

Change in position of the elevator in one minute = – 5 m

Position of the elevator after 60 minutes = (–5) × 60 = – 300 m, i.e., 300 m below
ground level.

(ii) Change in position of the elevator in 45 minutes = (–5) × 45 = –225 m, i.e., 225 m
below ground level.

So, the final position of the elevator = –225 + 15 = –210 m, i.e., 210 m below
ground level.
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EXERCISE 1.3

1. Find each of the following products:

(a) 3 × (–1) (b) (–1) × 225

(c) (–21) × (–30) (d) (–316) × (–1)

(e) (–15) × 0 × (–18) (f) (–12) × (–11) × (10)

(g) 9 × (–3) × (– 6) (h) (–18) × (–5) × (– 4)

(i) (–1) × (–2) × (–3) × 4 (j) (–3) × (–6) × (–2) × (–1)

2. Verify the following:

(a) 18 × [7 + (–3)] = [18 × 7] + [18 × (–3)]

(b) (–21) × [(– 4) + (– 6)] = [(–21) × (– 4)] + [(–21) × (– 6)]

3. (i) For any integer a, what is (–1) × a equal to?

(ii) Determine the integer whose product with (–1)  is

(a) –22 (b) 37 (c) 0

4. Starting from (–1) × 5, write various products showing some pattern to show
(–1) × (–1) = 1.

5. Find the product, using suitable properties:

(a) 26 × (– 48) + (– 48) × (–36) (b) 8 × 53 × (–125)

(c) 15  × (–25) × (– 4) × (–10) (d) (– 41) × 102

(e) 625 × (–35) + (– 625) × 65 (f) 7 × (50 – 2)

(g) (–17) ×  (–29) (h) (–57) × (–19) + 57

6. A certain freezing process requires that room temperature be lowered from 40°C at
the rate of 5°C every hour. What will be  the room temperature 10 hours after the
process begins?

7. In a class test containing 10 questions, 5 marks are awarded for every correct answer
and (–2) marks are awarded for every incorrect answer and 0 for questions not
attempted.

(i) Mohan gets four correct and six incorrect answers. What is his score?

(ii) Reshma gets five correct answers and five incorrect answers, what is her score?

(iii) Heena gets two correct and five incorrect answers out of seven questions she
attempts. What is her score?

8. A cement company earns a profit of Rs 8 per bag of white cement sold and a loss of
Rs 5 per bag of grey cement sold.

(a) The company sells 3,000 bags of white cement and 5,000 bags of grey cement
in a month. What is its profit or loss?
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(b) What is the number of  white cement bags it must sell to have neither profit
nor loss, if the number of grey bags sold is 6,400 bags.

9. Replace the blank with an integer to make it a true statement.

(a) (–3) × _____ = 27           (b) 5 × _____ = –35

(c) _____ × (– 8) =  –56 (d) _____ × (–12) = 132

1.6  DIVISION OF INTEGERS

We know that division is the inverse operation of multiplication. Let us see an example
for whole numbers.

Since 3 × 5 = 15

So    15 ÷ 5 = 3 and 15 ÷ 3 = 5

Similarly, 4 × 3 = 12 gives 12 ÷ 4 = 3 and 12 ÷ 3 = 4

We can say for each multiplication statement of whole numbers there are two
division statements.

Can you write multiplication statement and its corresponding divison statements
for integers?

� Observe the following and complete it.

Multiplication Statement

2 × (– 6) = (–12)

(– 4) × 5 = (–20)

(– 8) × (–9) = 72

(–3) × (–7) = _____

(– 8) × 4 = ____

5 × (– 9) = _____

(–10) × (–5) =

Corresponding Division Statements

(–12) ÷ (– 6) = 2         ,     (–12) ÷ 2 = (– 6)

(–20) ÷ (5) = (– 4)      ,     (–20) ÷ (– 4) = 5

72 ÷ _____ = _____  ,     72 ÷ _____ = _____

_____ ÷ (–3) = ____ , _____________

_____________        , _____________

_____________        , _____________

_____________        , _____________

From the above we observe that :

(–12) ÷ 2 = (– 6)

(–20) ÷ (5) = (– 4)

(–32) ÷ 4 = – 8

(– 45) ÷ 5 = – 9

We observe that when we divide a negative integer by a positive integer, we divide
them as whole numbers and then put a minus sign (–) before the quotient. We, thus,
get a negative integer.

Find:
(a) (–100) ÷ 5 (b) (–81) ÷ 9

(c) (–75) ÷  5 (d) (–32) ÷ 2

TRY THESE
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� We also observe that:

72  ÷  (–8) = –9 and 50 ÷  (–10) = –5

72  ÷  (–9) = – 8 50  ÷  (–5) = –10

So we can say that when we divide a positive integer by a negative
integer, we first divide them as whole numbers and then put a minus
sign (–) before the quotient. That is, we get a negative integer.

In general, for any two positive integers a and b

a ÷  (–b) = (– a) ÷  b where b ≠ 0

Find:   (a)  125 ÷ (–25)      (b) 80 ÷ (–5)      (c) 64 ÷ (–16)

� Lastly, we observe that

(–12)  ÷  (– 6) = 2; (–20)  ÷  (– 4) = 5; (–32)  ÷  (– 8) = 4; (– 45)  ÷  (–9) = 5

So, we can say that when we divide a negative integer by a negative integer, we first
divide them as whole numbers and then put a positive sign (+). That is, we get a positive
integer.

In general, for any two positive integers a and b

(– a) ÷  (– b) = a ÷  b where b ≠ 0

Find:     (a)   (–36)  ÷  (– 4)           (b)   (–201)  ÷  (–3)           (c)   (–325)  ÷  (–13)

1.7 PROPERTIES OF DIVISION OF INTEGERS

Observe the following table and complete it:

TRY THESE

Can we say that

    (– 48) ÷ 8 = 48 ÷ (– 8)?

Let us check. We know that

       (– 48) ÷ 8 = – 6

and   48  ÷ (– 8) = – 6

So (– 48) ÷ 8 = 48 ÷ (– 8)

Check this for

(i) 90 ÷ (– 45) and (–90) ÷ 45

(ii) (–136) ÷ 4 and 136 ÷ (– 4)

TRY THESE

Statement Inference Statement Inference

(– 8) ÷ (– 4) = 2 Result is an integer

(– 4) ÷ (– 8) = 
– 4
–8

Result is not an integer

(– 8) ÷ 3 = 

–8
3

________________

3 ÷ (– 8) = 

3
–8

________________

What do you observe? We observe that integers are not closed under division.
Justify it by taking five more examples of your own.

� We know that division is not commutative for whole numbers. Let us check it for
integers also.
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You can see from the table that (– 8) ÷ (– 4) ≠ (– 4) ÷ (– 8).

Is (– 9) ÷ 3 the same as 3 ÷ (– 9)?

Is (– 30) ÷ (– 6) the same as (– 6) ÷ (– 30)?

Can we say that division is commutative for integers? No.

You can verify it by taking five more pairs of integers.

� Like whole numbers, any integer divided by zero is meaningless and zero divided by
an integer other than zero is equal to zero i.e., for any integer a, a ÷ 0 is not defined
but 0 ÷ a = 0 for a ≠     0.

� When we divide a whole number by 1 it gives the same whole number. Let us check
whether it is true for negative integers also.

Observe the following :

(– 8) ÷ 1 = (– 8) (–11) ÷ 1 = –11 (–13) ÷ 1 = –13

(–25) ÷ 1 = ____ (–37) ÷ 1 = ____ (– 48) ÷ 1 = ____

This shows that negative integer divided by 1 gives the same negative integer.
So, any integer divided by 1 gives the same integer.

In general, for any integer a,

a ÷ 1 = a

� What happens when we divide any integer by (–1)? Complete the following table

(– 8) ÷ (–1) = 8 11 ÷ (–1) = –11 13 ÷ (–1) = ____

(–25) ÷ (–1) = ____ (–37) ÷ (–1) = ____ – 48 ÷ (–1) = ____

What do you observe?

We can say that if any integer is divided by (–1) it does not give the same integer.

� Can we say [(–16) ÷ 4] ÷ (–2)  is the same as
(–16) ÷ [4 ÷ (–2)]?

We know that [(–16) ÷ 4] ÷ (–2) = (– 4) ÷ (–2) = 2

and (–16) ÷ [4 ÷ (–2)] = (–16) ÷ (–2) = 8

So [(–16) ÷ 4] ÷ (–2) ≠ (–16) ÷ [4 ÷ (–2)]

Can you say that division is associative for integers? No.

Verify it by taking five more examples of your own.

EXAMPLE 6 In a test (+5) marks are given for every correct answer and (–2) marks
are given for every incorrect answer. (i) Radhika answered all the questions
and scored 30 marks though she got 10 correct answers. (ii) Jay also

TRY THESE

Is (i) 1 ÷ a = 1?

(ii) a ÷ (–1) = – a?    for any integer a.

Take different values of a and check.
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answered all the questions and scored (–12) marks though he got 4
correct answers. How many incorrect answers had they attempted?

SOLUTION

(i) Marks given for one correct answer = 5

So, marks given for 10 correct answers = 5 × 10 = 50

Radhika’s score = 30

Marks obtained for incorrect answers = 30 – 50 = – 20

Marks given for one incorrect answer = (–2)

Therefore, number of incorrect answers = (–20) ÷ (–2) = 10

(ii) Marks given for 4 correct answers = 5 ◊  4 = 20

Jay’s score = –12

Marks obtained for incorrect answers = –12 – 20 = – 32

Marks given for one incorrect answer = (–2)

Therefore number of incorrect answers = (–32) ÷ (–2) = 16

EXAMPLE 7 A shopkeeper earns a profit of  Re 1 by selling one pen and incurs a loss
of 40 paise per pencil while selling pencils of her old stock.

(i) In a particular month she incurs a loss of Rs 5. In this period, she sold 45 pens. How
many pencils did she sell in this period?

(ii) In the next month she earns neither profit nor loss. If she sold 70 pens, how many
pencils did she sell?

SOLUTION

(i) Profit earned by selling one pen = Re 1

Profit earned by selling 45 pens = Rs 45, which we denote by  + Rs 45

Total loss given =  Rs 5, which we denote by – Rs 5

Profit earned + Loss incurred = Total loss

Therefore, Loss incurred = Total Loss – Profit earned

= Rs (– 5 – 45) = Rs (–50) = –5000 paise

Loss incurred by selling one pencil =  40 paise which we write as  – 40 paise

So, number of pencils sold  =    (–5000) ÷ (– 40) = 125 pencils.

(ii) In the next month there is neither profit nor loss.

So, Profit earned + Loss incurred = 0
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i.e., Profit earned = – Loss incurred.

Now, profit earned by selling 70 pens = Rs 70

Hence, loss incurred by selling pencils =  Rs 70 which we indicate by – Rs 70 or
– 7,000 paise.

Total number of pencils sold = (–7000) ÷ (– 40) = 175 pencils.

EXERCISE 1.4

1. Evaluate each of the following:

(a) (–30) ÷ 10 (b) 50 ÷ (–5) (c) (–36) ÷ (–9)

(d) (– 49) ÷ (49) (e) 13 ÷ [(–2) + 1] (f ) 0 ÷ (–12)

(g) (–31) ÷ [(–30) + (–1)]

(h) [(–36) ÷ 12] ÷ 3 (i) [(– 6) + 5)] ÷ [(–2) + 1]

2. Verify that a ÷ (b + c) ≠ (a ÷ b) + (a ÷ c) for each of the following values of a, b and c.

(a) a = 12, b = – 4, c = 2 (b)   a = (–10), b = 1, c = 1

3. Fill in the blanks:

(a) 369 ÷ _____ = 369 (b) (–75) ÷ _____ = –1

(c) (–206) ÷ _____ = 1 (d) – 87 ÷ _____ = 87

(e) _____ ÷ 1 = – 87 (f) _____ ÷ 48 = –1

(g) 20 ÷ _____ = –2 (h) _____ ÷ (4) = –3

4. Write five pairs of integers (a, b) such that a ÷ b =  –3. One such pair is (6, –2)

because 6 ÷ (–2) = (–3).

5. The temperature at 12 noon was 10°C above zero. If  it decreases at the rate of 2°C
per hour until midnight, at what time would the temperature be 8°C below zero?
What would be the temperature at mid-night?

6. In a class test (+ 3) marks are given for every correct answer and (–2) marks are
given for every incorrect answer and no marks for not attempting any question.
(i) Radhika scored 20 marks. If she has got 12 correct answers, how many questions
has she attempted incorrectly? (ii) Mohini scores –5 marks in this test, though she has
got 7 correct answers. How many questions has she attempted  incorrectly?
(iii) Rakesh scores 18 marks by attempting 16 questions. How many questions has

he attempted correctly and how many has he attempted incorrectly?

7. An elevator descends into a mine shaft at the rate of 6 m/min. If the descent starts

from 10 m above the ground level, how long will it take to reach  – 350 m.
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WHAT HAVE WE DISCUSSED?
1. Integers are a bigger collection of numbers which is formed by whole numbers and

their negatives. These were introduced in Class VI.

2. You have studied in the earlier class, about the representation of integers on the

number line and their addition and subtraction.

3. We now study the properties satisfied by addition and subtraction.

(a) Integers are closed for addition and subtraction both. That is, a + b and

a – b are again integers, where a and b are any integers.

(b) Addition is commutative for integers, i.e., a + b = b + a for all integers

a and b.

(c) Addition is associative for integers, i.e., (a + b) + c = a + (b + c) for all integers

a, b and c.

(d) Integer 0 is the identity under addition. That is, a + 0 = 0 + a = a  for every

integer a.

4. We studied, how integers could be multiplied, and found that product of a positive

and a negative integer is a negative integer, whereas the product of two negative

integers is a positive integer. For example, – 2 × 7 = – 14 and – 3 × – 8 = 24.

5. Product of even number of negative integers is positive, whereas the product of odd

number of negative integers is negative.

6. Integers show some properties under multiplication.

(a) Integers are closed under multiplication. That is, a × b is an integer for any two

integers a and b.

(b) Multiplication is commutative for integers. That is, a × b = b × a for any integers

a and b.

(c) The integer 1 is the identity under multiplication, i.e., 1 × a = a × 1 = a for any

integer a.

(d) Multiplication is associative for integers, i.e., (a × b) × c = a × (b × c) for any

three integers a, b and c.

7. Under addition and multiplication, integers show a property called distributive prop-

erty. That is, a × (b + c) = a × b + a × c for any three integers a, b and c.
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8. The properties of commutativity, associativity under addition and multiplication, and

the distributive property help us to make our calculations easier.

9. We also learnt how to divide integers. We found that,

(a) When a positive integer is divided by a negative integer, the quotient obtained is

a negative integer and vice-versa.

(b) Division of a negative integer by another negative integer gives a positive integer

as quotient.

10. For any integer a, we have

(a) a ÷ 0 is not defined

(b) a ÷ 1 = a
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